














SpecTrim® Wall Covering 

or .040 Spec Trim Sheet 

Butt Joints - Butt joints should only be used in temperature controlled environments of 75° F ± 
5° F (24°C ± 3°C) during and after the installation. If the temperature is expected to exceed these 
temperatures, please refer to the thermal movement chart on the cover page to determine the 
appropriate joint spacing. 

Color Matched Caulk - Spectrim has caulk that matches the specified sheet color and can be 
purchased separately for use at wall covering joints. When caulked joints are specified, a gap is 
required between sheets. Refer to the thermal movement chart on cover page for the appropriate gap 
width, but do not make the gap less than 1/16" (1.6mm) wide. 

Before applying caulk, mask each edge of the joint with masking tape to protect the wall covering from 
excess caulk. Once the joints have been masked, apply a bead of the color matched caulk to the joint. 
Coverage equals 90-100ft. per tube. Wait 4 hours before removing the tape. 

In certain applications a second coat may be required. Please follow the same installation procedure 
when applying the second coat. Allow a minimum of 4 hours to cure before applying the second top 
coat. 

Step 10: Corner Conditions 

At inside and outside corners, cut the Spec Trim wall covering to correct width minus 1 /16" ( 1.6mm) to 
facilitate the installation of the inside or outside corner trim. Dry fit the sheet with the trim attached to 
ensure proper alignment or fit. Once satisfied with the fit, apply the adhesive as noted in step 5. Align 
the sheet edge with the adjacent piece and roll it toward the inside or outside corner. 

Note: It is necessary to notch the back of the corner trim where it intersects the wainscot trim. 

Step 11: Clean Up 

Upon completion of the installation, remove all protective materials (masking tape, etc.) Except for the 
drop cloths, inspect all joints and cutouts to ensure that all excess adhesive has been removed. Use 
soap and water to clean any areas that may have adhesive residue. Once the inspection and cleanup 
have been completed, the drop cloths can be removed and the cover plates and other wall mounted 
items can be installed. 




